
Pipe, floor
design Diesel Creative Team

Luminous totems inspired by industrial piping - hence the name - dressed with casual-chic fabrics: this is a
design idea that speaks the language of fashion, Diesel-style.
The irregular weave of its unrefined linen, in bleached or textured silk-screen printed versions, is transformed
into luminous décor revolutionising the traditional lampshade.
Pipe is a family of floor and table lamps which can be used alone or in groups to illuminate, personalise and also
define spaces with its large size and warm, whole surface diffused light.



Pipe, floor
technical info

Materials

Colours

Description
Floor lamp with diffused light. Outline of the
PVC diffusers covered with pure natural
linen fabric, which undergoes different
processes depending on the colour finish;
the purposely-uneven weft and warp of the
fabric, is achieved artisanal. For the white
version, the fabric is stained and undergoes
anti-fray treatment. For the black version,
the linen undergoes a printing process with
a rubber and a cylinder, which acts as the
matrix of the irregular design on the fabric;
this is followed by a treatment to set the
rubber and stone washing to create the
vintage effect. The frame is made of white
powder-coated steel; in the lower diffuser, in
the part underneath the fabric joints, a flag
marks the model with the Diesel logo and
the name of the collection “successful
living”. Electrical cable and dimmer, with
separate operation of the two light bulbs,
both transparent.

: Dyed natural linen, PVC and
coated metal

: White, Black

Brightness
diffused light

Pipe grande Weight
net lbs: 18,74
gross lbs: 39,90

Packing
vol. cub. ft: 17,269
n.boxes: 3

Bulbs
- Halogen 2x150W E26 medium type T10

Cables

Certifications

Pipe media Weight
net lbs: 19,84
gross lbs: 39,46

Packing
vol. cub. ft: 16,421
n.boxes: 3

Bulbs
- Halogen 2x150W E26 medium type T10

Cables

Certifications

Model

2D/3D drawings
photometric info
assembly istructions

download area

 

http://qr.foscarini.com/D25421ENU
http://qr.foscarini.com/D25422ENU
http://qr.foscarini.com/D25423ENU
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Diesel Creative Team

In 2009, Foscarini signed a partnership agreement with Diesel as
part of the "Home Collection" home furnishings and lifestyle
project. This partnership has given Foscarini the opportunity to
make contact with a new target clientele and explore new lifestyles
and furnishing trends through a collection conceived by Diesel for
its own target group: "Diesel Living with Foscarini".

The Diesel Living with Foscarini collection speaks a range of
different languages - from rock to pop, industrial to vintage,
graphics to art - to illustrate the unmistakable Diesel lifestyle.
Ironic, transgressive, eclectic, incandescent, the collection is made
up of over 40 different lamp models. The collection is structured
into a range of forms, materials and intended uses, lending itself to
unexpected and unconventional settings, from domestic to public
environments, always with a strong personality. The materials
selected and researched for Foscarini, and perhaps even more so
in the Diesel Living with Foscarini collection, are of the utmost
importance. Materials which have never before been used in the
lighting industry are the collection’s added value.

table floor
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